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***INDIGENOUS VOICES AWARDS 2021, PUBLISHED PROSE IN ENGLISH: CREATIVE NON-
FICTION AND LIFE-WRITING: FINALIST******FIRST NATION COMMUNITIES READ AWARDS
2021/22: LONGLIST******NEXT GENERATION INDIE BOOK AWARDS, REGIONAL (NON-
FICTION): FINALIST******THE MIRAMICHI READER'S 2020 MOST PROMISING AUTHOR
AWARD*** ***BMO WINTERSET AWARD 2020 LONGLIST***In Approaching Fire, Michelle
Porter embarks on a quest to find her great-grandfather, the Métis fiddler and performer Léon
Robert Goulet. Through musicology, jigs and reels, poetry, photographs, and the ecology of fire,
Porter invests biography with the power of reflective ingenuity, creating a portrait which expands
beyond documentation into a private realm where truth meets metaphor.Weaving through
multiple genres and traditions, Approaching Fire fashions a textual documentary of rescue and
insight, and a glowing contemplation of the ways in which loss can generate unbridled renewal.

“I've never read a book quite like this before… Approaching Fire is a documentary you can hold
in your hands, in which, rather than being a passive witness to scenes unfolding, you become
immersed in a river of poetry. Author Michelle Porter uses a mixture of genres to create an
account of her journey to uncover the history of her Métis roots, stretching from Newfoundland to
British Columbia, Alberta to Saskatchewan, and finally digging deeply into Manitoba. Michelle
travels through the stories she was raised on, using them as a base from which to understand
the accounts of others, learning all she can about her Great Great Grandfather, Léon Robert
(Bob) Goulet, renowned fiddler and performer. Her Pépé. In his story, her story, a wider history of
the Métis people is told. A history of racial discrimination, stolen land rights, and the question of
what truly unites and defines Métis identity. This book blazes with poetic beauty, and a voice
Canada needs to hear.” ― More Books Than Days"Michelle Porter’s Approaching Fire is an
incredible book - searching, finding and sharing the story of her great-grandfather, Métis fiddler
Bob Goulet. Fittingly, there is such a music to this book: it moves in movements." -- Chantelle
Rideout ― Atlantic Books Today“And thus, by poetry and prose and the careful unearthing of the
truth, is history rewritten. This beautiful work is both lyrical and powerful and worthy of several
reads.” ― The Minerva Reader“Approaching Fire is an exploration of absence, erasure, and the
irrepressible yearning to discover what has been suppressed… With little to go on, Porter
creates something of a scrapbook of her hit-and-miss search: a patchwork of poems, semi-
scholarly expositions on the science of controlled burnings and intergenerational traumas, and
excerpts from an oral history going back to the dying days of the buffalo hunt… Porter’s poetry
shines, especially as she focuses on the often anguished and frustrated experience of her quest.
Some of the best poems employ metaphors of beadwork—negotiating the needle’s passage,
the blood of a pricked finger, the tension of threads. Ultimately, Porter does not answer all of her



questions, but merely posing them and letting them hang might be enough. It might also help
mark this book as part of an emergent decolonizing literature, a kind of shadow companion to
Alberto Manguel’s A History of Reading. Think of it as an unreading of history: a reckoning with
all that has been written off, written out, and written over.”-- Heather Menzies ― Literary Review
of Canada"This is truly a profound and important work, filled with jaw-dropping lines; deeply,
deeply moving—and riveting. Braiding strands of history, genealogy, oral tradition, family culture,
poetry, Porter has created a lyrical, structurally innovative, original memoir. This is a rare kind of
book that speaks to all of us about lost stories, of the yearning to recover/uncover the past that
informs our understanding of the present. Not for historical accuracy alone, but because the
smallest details of our past become the road map that leads to this ‘now’ we are living and points
to how we might grow more fully into who we are. With Porter's dedicated quest to connect with
her ancestors, readers travel through time in a book that sometimes reads like mystery, moves
us like the happy/sad music of the fiddle, and burns us with fire ignited by the gentle fierceness
of a loving truth-seeker." -- Sheree Fitch, author of You Won't Always be This Sad and Kiss the
Joy as it Flies“I wanted to write in a magical and poetic voice, but more than that I wanted to read
magical books - true and straight up poetic stories that fulfill the past. Michelle is such a writer.
This book is the art Louis spoke of that begins a much needed conversation: Métis nation or
Manitoba?” -- Lee Maracle --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorMICHELLE PORTER is a Red River Métis poet, journalist, and editor. She holds degrees
in journalism, folklore, and geography (PhD). Her debut collection of poetry, Inquiries, was
published by Breakwater in 2019. She’s won awards for her work in poetry and journalism, and
has been published in literary journals, newspapers, and magazines across the country. She
lives in St. John’s.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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FORAMARA, DANNIKA, ELISE AND JASPER,WITH THE HOPE THAT YOU UNDERSTAND
THE STORIESFROM WHICH ALL OF YOURS BEGAN.

THANK YOU, mama, for reading various drafts and believing in this book. Writing this book and
sharing it with you has changed my life. It means so much that you let me get to know our
ancestors through all of your stories.All my thanks and love to auntie Dale for your generosity of
spirit and your take-no-holds approach to life and to all the family stories. Thank you for reading
drafts of the essay, “Fireweed”, that became the foundation of this book and I’m grateful that you
answered all my questions. I hope we get to tell stories together soon.Thank you to the amazing
ethnomusicologist Monique Giroux, who generously shared her research with me—and sent me
that score she found at the last minute so I could include it in this book and send it to my
family.Thank you to Lisa Bird-Wilson for selecting, editing and publishing the essay, “Fireweed”,
in the Indigenous Writers and Storytellers issue of Grain in 2019.Thank you to my cousin Chris
for joining me for parts of this journey and for the promise to come along on the next.I’ve had two
amazing mentors work on different drafts of this book with me. I’d like to extend a big thank you
to Katherena Vermette, whose early support, response and edits shaped this book and gave me
the confidence to move ahead with it. It was more than amazing to work on the final drafts with
Joanne Arnott, whose eye for story and detail made this work better than it was before. The
conversations I’ve had with both of you still guide me. It was an honour to get the chance to work
with both of you.I’d like to thank the Canada Council for the Arts for the funding they provided
that supported me through the first draft of this project.Finally, I’d like to thank my Métis
ancestors, whose stories continue to teach me the art of living through difficult times while
making music.
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EAFTERWORD

PREFACEMy dear Pépé,I trace you in the stories the women in our family tell, and in the oral
family tree shared at all the aunties’ kitchen tables, heavy with all the coffees and cookies and
bars made of chocolate, icing sugar, and butter. I find pieces of you in the photos and records
and official family-tree documents the women kept in their closets to prove who they were, in
case anybody asked. You are there in the genealogical book a researcher from La Société
historique de Saint-Boniface put together in order to show the breadth and depth of our ancestry
in support of my membership with the Manitoba Metis Federation and citizenship with the Métis
Nation.The family tree is not a light document. It has weight. In my hands, it’s heavier to pick up
than I expected. The family tree exists in two spiral-bound volumes and these pages trace our
family back to the time of the voyageurs and the firstFrench who came to the land we now call
Canada. These 200 pages include copies of scrip records I’ve never seen before. They hold
stories that aren’t written in the documentation of father, son, uncle and mother, daughter, aunt.
The stories are always trying to break away from the plastic coil binding.You’re on the first page
of the family tree book. Right there. From my mother to her mother to you, my great-grandfather.
Sometimes, the stories I’ve heard make me forget that I’ve never met you. I never called you
Pépé while you were there across the room, about to look up and see the child asking for your
attention.With each letter, I travel deeper into an old fire started by our ancestors. With each
word I place on paper, I am looking for you. I am looking to understand your place in the Métis
Nation, and my place as your relation. I write to understand the story of our belonging to each
other. Writing is a way of calling out to you.We never belonged to each other in the way
grandparents sometimes belong to their grandchildren; you never fried pancakes for me the way
you did for my mother and you never played fiddle in any kitchen I danced in. You were gone
before I was born. Yet, each time I find some new detail about your life, the thread that pulls
between now and back then gets tangled up in the wings of an emotion I can’t name and it takes
days to unravel.Maybe you could help? Oh, laugh and have fun at my expense: I’m not really
expecting a voice from the spirit world. But you could answer in the bits and pieces of history that
I uncover and weave together here. There is this, too: If I learn to listen in the way that this story
needs, you’ll keep answering after this book is published. This story we are telling will never be
finished and it will be told again and again with beginnings and endings that shift, that change
shape.What I am doing reaches into my college days, when every writing assignment somehow
took me back to my grandmother and to you. It reaches into childhood, too, where every story
carried a version of your name.I didn’t know all your names then. Knowing you as Pépé, I knew
you as a child knows. When I was old enough to know you had a name of your own, I knew you
also as Bob and the possibilities of you doubled.Your full name in our genealogical records:
Léon Joseph Robert Goulet.This name doesn’t fit on my tongue. Your recorded birth name is a
shirt that is too tight around the shoulders. Everyone called you Bob. The name on most of the
vinyl records that keep your songs alive is Bob Goulet. The name used in newspaper



advertisements for your performances is Bob Goulet. Who is this Léon Joseph Robert Goulet?
Are you wondering what else I’m going to ask of you? I would, if I were you. If some future great-
granddaughter of mine started digging around my life and asking questions, I’d raise an
eyebrow. From wherever I was in the afterlife, I’d stop what I was doing and I’d ask if she has any
idea what it is she’s looking for. By then, I’d know that most of the people who dig for roots in the
dirt of their beginnings don’t expect to find a sky beneath it all.Curiosity started it all. All my life I
wanted to know why you—great-grandfather, Pépé, Bob—moved away from Manitoba. It was
where your music was born; it was where all your relations lived. You left the Métis heartland for
the woods of British Columbia, where nobody knew you or your wife or your daughters. I couldn’t
understand it. I mean, look at where I established my Métis membership: In Manitoba, a place I
never lived or even went to growing up. I grew up in Alberta. Many of my cousins and relations
live in British Columbia, but Manitoba is where my roots are.These letters are a beginning.
These are the words that have been travelling between my head and my heart. I asked and
answers began to arrive. Not always direct ones, but hints and suppositions and maybes. At the
end of that I came to the question I think I was really after: How do we belong to each other, my
great-grandfather, and what can we teach each other—what can you teach me? This is a
beginning.

ONEJust now it strikes me how easy a thing it is to misplace a man.A woman of course was
never difficultto misplace. Women aremisplaced all the time andother than one or two or three
listsof exceptionsthey aren’t much missedby the world.The gaps where women have beenfilled
with something else.The shadowsthey leave behindswept into dark cornersbasements places
few wantto look anyway.But a man? How is he misplaced?I’ve been looking for my great-
grandfatherMétis fiddler and performer Léon Robert GouletHe’s not a worn nub of a pencil I
stopped using. I didn’t leave him in a drawer one day forgotten after clearing my desk in a hurry
because the children were tumbling through the door with their friends.It’s not as though I
stashed him in the back of the cupboardfor safekeepingor for the day my schedule would clear
upand incessant chatter took itself out for a bitleft the houseI never had Bob Goulet in the first
place.Except in stories.Must be late 1950s when the relation they all callAunt Lilian is asked to
cometo the house in Mission, BC.She comesall the way from Winnipeg, Manitoba,all the way
from the Red River, their Métis homeland.She’s there to help with the seven childrenSmoke. The
kind that’s an indicator of a toxic environment or an emotional entanglement that will go bad.
There’s a spark that might jump across defences and start the kind of fire I haven’t experienced
since I was a child. There is smoke rising, the tight twist of white in my solar plexus. This smoke
is not out there; no, this is the smell of unease in the home of the body that precedes the
breaking of a memory, anticipates a blade opening the bowels of the self. Where is the smoke
coming from? Will its source come toward me, head this way? Recognize the early signs of
danger and learn to write your name, the name you were told was yours. Change course, avoid
threat. I know how not to feed a smoulder, how to get out of the way of a lick of heat.Histories



blur and converge in this smoke. I’m reading an oral history-based memoir of my great-great-
grandfather’s brother’s life growing up on the plains and he tells of this summer where there are
fires everywhere. His name is Louis Goulet. He is about nine years old and he is travelling with
his parents with an organized caravan of Métis families in search of buffalo. His memories in his
own words, as collected by Guillame Charette and translated by Ray Ellenwood:“By the time we
got to Beaver River we were already worried about prairie fires cutting into the grazing land we
needed along the way, so we veered off a little in the direction of Moose Jaw… After about a
week of slow and difficult marching, the smoke rose, indicating either that the fire was no longer
in the peat or that the wind had changed direction…. Our guess was soon confirmed.”Seems like
the world’s on fire, likethe world is just burning itself up.Music can leap through generationslike
fire leaps a road, can’t it?Make itself heard in the cellular activityof the body of the woman who is
standingin her mother’s cousin’s kitchen near Missionthe year British Columbia declared a state
of emergency.It’s because of all the burningthat didn’t happen before andbecause of all the
firesthat were suppressed—this music will be felt in the bodyof the woman in her kitchenin her
own housein Newfoundland and Labradorfor years after.The smoke from those fires
travelled.Filled the skies from the West Coastto Saskatchewan, and even further east, they
say.When British Columbia burned, smoke made twilightout of day. In the pictures I saw, I
thoughthow it could have been fog,like the clouds that come down to the rocksin Newfoundland
and Labradorwhere I make my home.But the clouds in the pictures billowedup from the
groundstalked by scathing heat and licking flame.Standing in my great aunt’s kitchenjust a few
weeks after the state of emergency liftedI held in my hands the old brittle records, 78scoated
with shellac resin.The record covers bear handwritten notesthe names of my great-grandfather
and his two daughtersLeon Robert GouletEstelle Rose Goulet, Olive Elise GouletMy dear
Pépé,What would you say if I told you that Jean Teillet, the great-grandniece of Louis Riel, wrote
that the boundaries of the Métis Nation have always been more social than geographic? From
the life you knew with your fiddle in Manitoba in the 1930s to the woods in BC for the rest of your
life, would you have said that was the way it was for your relations? When your granddaughters—
my mom and aunties—talk about you, they share the stories you created, not only the ones you
told around the table in the evening, not only the stories in your fiddling and dancing, but also in
the stories that told themselves in the life you chose to live.The Métis Nation, Teillet wrote, traces
its identity through their historical stories. From where I am now in time, living somehow or other
on a piece of land called Newfoundland and looking back to the stories from the West, I do feel
this. The motherland stolen away from beneath our feet, beneath your feet, Pépé, so many of us
pushed off almost every piece of land we tried to call home after that. Didn’t matter much how
our relations were arranged on the family tree, Cree, English, French, Scottish, Ojibwa, we
moved on again and again and everywhere we went we told our stories over and over. You
moved on too. You moved with your wife and your daughters from Manitoba to the West Coast.
Does this make you a part of the story that Teillet describes?It’s what people pushed to the
margins have always done, found life and continuity in their stories. Denied a land base of our



own, you built a relationship to the stories you lived by and you gave that to your daughters, who
gave that to my mother and her sisters, and they have given it to all of us, children,
grandchildren, cousins, and second cousins, all of us. The stories of the Métis Nation are the
core of its identity.Can I quote her to you, Pépé? That won’t be too tiresome of me, will it?
“Although other Indigenous peoples and other Canadians live on the same land and share the
same state, none of these ‘others’ share the Métis Nation’s social boundaries—its culture, social
and political histories, kinship ties and cultural geography,” Teillet wrote.Still, there are times
when the aunties bring out other stories, the ones not always told to everyone. I wonder, Pépé,
how you would tell your own part in this story?Seems like the world’s on fire. Like the world’s
burning itself up.I read an article in an online science magazine that tells about the day in 2013
when scientist Kira Hoffman spotted something unusual—sort of a grammatical inconsistency—
in the rainforest in BC. She noticed an old fire-scarred western red cedar in a place fires weren’t
supposed to burn.Fire isn’t supposed to be part of the forests in some places. So much rain falls
on the West Coast that fires are supposed to play only a minor ecological role in some
regions.But there was that fire-scarred tree Kira Hoffman saw in the hyper-maritime zone on
Hecate Island, named after the Greek goddess of magic. That tree haunted her, she told the
magazine writer who called to talk about her research for an article. It told a story that wasn’t
straight.When did this fire burn? Kira Hoffman asked that question, and she changed the focus
of her studies from soil ecology to fire ecology.If you could list what makes someone lookMétis,
whatever is on that list,Lilian had it most, that’s whatmy mother’s cousin told me. The
auntiesremember in stories years later that Lilian lookedthe most Métis of the sisters and the
aunties.She’s Bob’s niece and she was thereto help with the seven children.They say Lilian
wasn’t sureshe wanted to claim all her relationsthe one speaking from her skin andher eyes and
her cheekbones.Back in the 1950s, she’s there becauseEstelle, my grandmother,the family
beauty,can’t get out of bed anymore,depression.She had the kind of brown eyes that couldstop
a man in his tracks, they say.Was this beauty a comfort to her then? She’sfalling and falling and
she can’t get out of bed.So nobody’s there to stop Aunt Lilianfrom setting the fire out back of the
house.Devil’s Reel tune your fiddleto A E A C# if it’s an open tune you wantyou’ve got to still the
jig of the feet on the floorif you want to play The Devil’s DreamThe people tell stories of
possessionLa Double GigueThe Devil’s BreakdownLe Reel du PenduIn some places when the
devil hears his ownsongshe accepts the invitationtakes you as his dance partnerMy dear
Pépé,You hold the answers to all my questions, Pépé. You are in the afterlife with the ancestors,
after all. You know, I think all the stories that have been told and all the stories that will be told.
The only way to begin is the traditional way, by speaking of some of our relations.
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Brent Northcott, “Fresh Read. Michelle Porter's Approaching Fire is a fresh read. Written in
different forms of prose and poetry, Porter traces her journey of finding information on her
famous Metis fiddler grandfather. The style works very well- despite the different types of writing
there is very good flow to the book. It is a compulsive read that you may want to try in one sitting.”

The book by Michelle Porter has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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